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Dear Jennifer 

Closure of the Application Record 
 
Further to your announcement on 24 March, and the inclusion of interim 
arrangements via emergency legislation, in Section 8 and Schedule 7 of the 
Coronavirus (Scotland) Bill (now Act), I write to seek some further detail on a number 
of matters arising from these developments.  
 
First of all, though, allow me to make a point about accountability and 
communication.  
 
Had we not been facing the circumstances of the pandemic, the Committee would of 
course have been taking evidence from you at our meeting on 31 March (the day 
before the emergency legislation was passed by the Parliament). I appreciate that 
the events last month were fast moving and that the health and wellbeing of your 
staff, along with the professional and statutory responsibilities of the agency, would 
rightly have been your paramount concern. However, that we did not receive any 
direct communication from you about the decision to close the register came as 
something of a surprise. 
 
I am aware that your officials were in touch with our colleagues in SPICe during the 
week of the announcement – and were by all accounts very helpful – but I note too 
that this only came about by chance, following an individual MSP’s inquiry about the 
register’s status. SPICe, through its research and policy analysis, supports the work 
of individual members and parliamentary committees, and the flow of information 
between you and them is undoubtedly valuable and should be encouraged. It should 
not though be considered a substitute for the main line of accountability, which is to 
the Parliament (rather than to Scottish Government ministers), and – by dint of our 
remit – to this Committee. I appreciate these are unprecedented times, and some 



flexibility is only to be expected, but – for future reference – I would be grateful if we 
can ensure the Committee is kept informed of any significant developments.  
 

Turning to the decision itself and provision in the emergency legislation, I note from 
the policy memorandum that accompanied the Bill— 
 
30. Following consultation with the Law Society of Scotland and UK Finance, interim proposals have 

been agreed that would allow some property transactions already in progress to proceed to 

settlement, provided an advance notice is in place. In order to provide certainty to transacting parties 

and enable property transactions to proceed to completion, changes to the existing advance notice 

provisions within the Land Registration etc. (Scotland) Act 2012 ("the 2012 Act") are required to 

prevent the protected period lapsing during the time in which the property registers are closed.  

31. As the restrictions imposed by the coronavirus will continue for a sustained period, provision will 

also be required to allow paper deeds that would traditionally be submitted for registration by post to 

be submitted to the Keeper electronically. This will allow the housing market to function under the 

existing social distancing restrictions where absolutely necessary and prevent future property 

transactions from being postponed or falling through. 

There are a range potential issues arising from this, both for the short-term and the 
long-term. For the short-term, the following points are of interest to the Committee— 
 

 what the impact of the closure of the Land Register, and introduction of the 
interim solution, will have on the process of buying and selling property, 
including on registration and the existing safeguards for buyers and lenders; 
and 

 how the closure and interim solution are being received by buyers, sellers, 
lenders and their legal representatives. 

 

For the longer term, the following issues are of interest— 
 

 what happens beyond the interim measures now in place; 
 

 the timing of re-opening the register (if indeed that is the aim and, if so, how it 
will be achieved); and 
 

 the future of your digitalisation agenda – what all this may mean for the stated 
aim and priority of the full digitalisation of transactions in the Land Register. 

 

There are many more questions that stem from these matters, but at this point I am 
keen to hear your initial views, to learn more about the policy rationale behind the 
decision making, and for the Committee to have a sense of the impact now and what 
it might mean for a key component of the Scottish economy in the future.  
 
I hope we can then proceed from there. 
 
Kind regards 

 

Michelle Ballantyne MSP 
Convener 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Bills/Coronavirus%20(Scotland)%20Bill/SPBill66FMS052020.pdf

